Comment on gmd-2021-430
Juan Antonio Añel

Dear authors,

After checking your manuscript, it has come to our attention that it does not comply with our Code and Data Policy. You have archived your code in a server of the Fz-Juelich. However, this is not a suitable repository, as you can read in our policy. Therefore, you must move your code and data to one of the accepted repositories. In this way, you must include in a potential reviewed version of your manuscript the modified ‘Code and Data Availability’ section, the DOI of the code. Moreover, you must reply as soon as possible to this comment with the link to the new repository so that it is available for the peer-review process, as it should be.

Also, I have tried to access the training samples of your experiments from the link provided in your GitLab, and I have not been able to get them. When moving your data to the new repository, check that all the samples used in your work are available and correctly identified.

Moreover, I see that you provide several Jupyter notebooks. When moving them, please, try to avoid using paths that could point to the local filesystems of your research centre. Finally, the hyperlink in the Code Availability Section of your manuscript is broken. Currently, it points to “https://gitlab.jsc.fz-510/”. When you update the repository to the new one, be careful that the hyperlink is correct.
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